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Programming Assignment 10 (PA10) - My Shapes 
 

Due Date:  Wednesday, December 5 @ 11:59 pm 

 

Assignment Overview Grading Gathering Starter Files My Shapes 

Sample Screenshots README File Extra Credit Turnin Summary 

 

 Assignment Overview 
 

In this assignment, you will implement different shapes 

and use them to draw! 

 
 

 Grading 
 

● README: 10 points - See README Requirements here and questions below 

○ http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~ricko/CSE11READMEGuidelines.pdf 

● Style: 20 points - See Style Requirements here 

○ http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~ricko/CSE11StyleGuidelines.pdf 

● Correctness: 70 points 

● Extra Credit: 8 points - View Extra Credit section for more information. 
 

NOTE: If what you turn in does not compile, you will receive 0 points for this assignment. 

 

 Gathering Starter Files 
 

You will need to create a new directory named pa10 and go into that directory. The $ represents your 

command prompt. What you type in is in bold. 
 

$ mkdir ~/pa10 

 $ cd ~/pa10 
 

Copy the starter files from the public directory: 

$ cp ~/../public/objectdraw.jar . 

$ cp ~/../public/Acme.jar . 

$ cp ~/../public/PA10StarterCode/*.java . 

 

 

 

http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~ricko/CSE11READMEGuidelines.pdf
http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~ricko/CSE11StyleGuidelines.pdf
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Starter files provided:   

objectdraw.jar 

Acme.jar 

MyAbstractRectangle.java 

MyCircle.java 

MyLine.java 

MyPoint.java 

MyRectangle.java 

MyShape.java 

MySquare.java 

MyTriangle.java 

TestBearLibrary.java 

TestBearLibraryController.java 

TestCityscape.java 

TestCityscapeController.java 

TestMickey.java 

 

Important Note About the Starter Files: 

● You must write file, class, and method headers for ALL EIGHT of the My*.java starter files! 

● The FIVE Test*.java files that we are providing to you will NOT be collected, so don’t worry about style 

(file/class/method headers, magic numbers, etc) for these five files ONLY. 

 

 My Shapes 
 

MyShape Hierarchy: 

Write a set of classes to implement a simple hierarchy of shapes as follows: 

 
 

Notice that MyPoint is not part of the MyShape hierarchy.  

 

Now would be a good time to take a look at the starter files provided.  Your task will be to fill in all the empty 

constructor and method definitions provided in the My*.java files.  MyShape.java has been completed for you, 

however, you must still write file/class/constructor/method headers for this file (as well as all of the other 

My*.java files).  You must also write method headers for the abstract methods in MyShape.  Every single class, 

method, and constructor in every single file that you are turning in must have a header, and every file you turn 

in must have a file header. 
 

All accessing of private data in each class must be made through the appropriate get/accessor and 

set/mutator methods; do not directly access data, including in constructors. The only place where direct 

access is allowed is in the actual accessor/mutator methods.  This means that even inside the class itself, you 

must use getters and setters instead of directly accessing instance variables. 

 

Most of the constructors and methods provided in the above files are self-explanatory. The move() method 

adjusts the shape xDelta pixels in the X direction and yDelta pixels in the Y direction. Just add these deltas to 
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the shape's current X and Y location depending on how that shape's location is represented (some shapes are 

represented by more than one MyPoint). 
 

The draw() method should create the appropriate objectdraw library object to draw on the canvas parameter. 

The boolean parameter fill indicates whether the graphical object should be filled or not (for example, for 

MyCircle whether a FilledOval or a FramedOval should be created). The fill parameter has no meaning in 

MyLine. If the color parameter is null, use Color.BLACK (default). 
 

The hashCode() method should use String’s hashCode() method (how can you represent the shape as a 

string?) 

 

Copy constructors initialize the instance variables from an existing object of the same type to this newly 

created object. If the variable is a primitive data type, just copy the value of this primitive type from the existing 

object to this new object (assignment through mutator method). If the variable is a reference to an object, 

create a new copy of the object this variable is referencing (by invoking that variable's copy ctor) and assign 

this resulting new copy of the object to this object's instance variable. This should result in a deep copy. 
 

For example, in class MyCircle’s copy constructor, 
public MyCircle(MyCircle circle) 

set the center instance variable properly to a new MyPoint based on the parameter's center MyPoint: 
this.setCenter(new MyPoint(circle.getCenter())); 

 

Test Files: 

You should have already copied over the 5 test files listed with the starter files above.  See the Sample 

Screenshots section for how to run each of these programs and what their output should look like. 

 

1. TestMickey uses class MyShape, class MyPoint, and class MyCircle. This is a good one to start with to 

test your class MyShape, MyCircle, and MyPoint. 
 

2. TestCityscape draws a cityscape using all the various shapes in a delayed fashion so you can see the 

different objects being drawn. 
 

3. TestBearLibrary draws two familiar structures in a delayed fashion so you can see the different objects 

being drawn. This program has some of the most stringent test cases so you should run it after you 

have made sure that your program behaves perfectly on the other two test programs. 

 

We will compile and use these test programs against your shapes sources to grade this assignment (in 

addition to using some of our own test cases).  You are free to change things inside these test files as you wish 

for debugging purposes, however, we will NOT be collecting your copies of the test files, so you need to make 

sure your shapes classes work with the original versions of the test files.  We will be testing with the original 

copies provided with the starter files (in addition to some of our own test files). 

 

 Sample Screenshots 
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NOTE: Just like in your last PA, different systems 

may calculate the size of the canvas differently. This 

is a screenshot taken using ssh on a Windows 

laptop. You will notice that the numbers representing 

positions are slightly off compared to what the lab 

machine gives you. In general, if the position of your 

shape is within 5 px of what is given on lab computer, 

you do not need to worry. However, if the position is 

off by more than that, then your toString() method 

might be wrong. 

 

 

The following screenshots are taken on a lab machine for your reference.  Note that your output must match 

*exactly* (except for the positioning issue mentioned above); pay extra close attention to the toString 

methods (spaces, capitalization, commas, colons, etc). 

 
$ java -cp ./Acme.jar:./objectdraw.jar:. TestMickey 
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$ java -cp ./Acme.jar:./objectdraw.jar:. TestCityscapeController 
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$ java -cp ./Acme.jar:./objectdraw.jar:. TestBearLibraryController 

 

Note: The last MyPoint coordinate represents the value of the last MyPoint to draw a filled MyTriangle (for 

each roof/the bear body) with multiple (framed) MyTriangles with a changing Y value of the upper MyPoint. 

You will see this value change as you run the test programs as the roofs (and bear) are filled in (see the demo 

video if you are confused). 
 

If you have problems with these tests, you can comment out parts of TestCityscape.java and 

TestBearLibrary.java to draw only certain sections of the images at a time to make debugging easier. But in the 

end, all of these test cases should work properly. 

 

If any exceptions are thrown when you run TestMickey, an error message will pop up in your window. The error 

message indicates that some sort of exception has been thrown in your terminal. You must fix these 

exceptions! 
 

Here are two examples of error messages and exceptions you may see: 
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Terminal says: 
$ java -cp ./Acme.jar:./objectdraw.jar:. TestMickey 

java.lang.NullPointerException 

    at MyPoint.equals(MyPoint.java:53) 

    at TestMickey.makeMickey(TestMickey.java:122) 

    at TestMickey.begin(TestMickey.java:34) 

    at 

objectdraw.WindowController.helpinit(WindowController.

java:70) 

    at objectdraw.Controller.init(Controller.java:82) 

    at Acme.MainFrame.run(MainFrame.java:267) 

    at java.lang.Thread.run(Thread.java:748) 

 

Terminal says: 
$ java -cp ./Acme.jar:./objectdraw.jar:. TestMickey 

java.lang.IllegalStateException: 

You implemented the MyPoint equals() incorrectly. 

Make sure you overrode equals() correctly (vs. 

overload). 

And should check contents of the two MyPoints. 

 

    at TestMickey.makeMickey(TestMickey.java:142) 

    at TestMickey.begin(TestMickey.java:34) 

    at 

objectdraw.WindowController.helpinit(WindowController.

java:70) 

    at objectdraw.Controller.init(Controller.java:82) 

    at Acme.MainFrame.run(MainFrame.java:267) 

    at java.lang.Thread.run(Thread.java:748) 

 

 README File 

 

Remember to follow all of the guidelines outlined in the README Guidelines. If you did the extra credit, write a 

program description for it in the README file as well. 

 

Questions to Answer in your README: 

1. How would you test whether the copy constructors in the shape classes are doing a deep copy instead 

of a shallow copy? For example, given: 

https://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~ricko/CSE11READMEGuidelines.pdf
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 MyLine line1 = new MyLine(); 

 MyLine line2 = new MyLine(line1); 

 

How would you write a test to determine if MyLine’s copy constructor is doing a deep copy? 

 

2. On a similar note, how would you test the equals() method in MyLine to determine if it is doing a deep 

comparison vs. a shallow reference comparisons? For example, given: 
 

 MyPoint point1 = new MyPoint(0, 0); 

 MyPoint point2 = new MyPoint(100, 100); 

 MyLine line1 = new MyLine(point1, point2); 

 MyLine line2 = new MyLine(point1, point2); 
 

How would you write a test to determine if MyLine’s equals() method is doing a deep copy? 

 

3. On the Unix command line, how can you capture (redirect) the program's output into a file named 

"output"? 

4. What’s the difference between overloading a function and overriding a function? 

5. It’s Wednesday night, and you are stuck on an important part of the PA. The lab is full and the queue is 

super long but you really need help, what do you do? 

 

 Extra Credit: Debug and Polygon 
 

● [6 Points] For extra credit, you will have to debug a database program. The purpose of this assignment 

is to give you extra practice in identifying developing solutions for bugs. Because of this, tutors will not 

help you find or fix the bugs in this assignment. Good luck :) 
 

● [2 Points] You will also be adding a new shape class called MyPolygon.  

   

Getting Started: 

For debug, make copies of the following files to do the extra credit in. 

 $ cd ~ 

 $ cp ~/../public/PA10Debug/*.java ~/pa10/ 

 

For MyPolygon, make a new file in your PA10 directory called MyPolygon.java and its tester. 

 $ cd ~/pa10 

 $ vim MyPolygon.java 

 $ vim TestMyPolygon.java 
 

Important:  Your original My*.java files must remain unchanged. You need both the regular and the EC files 

for turnin. 

 

Debug: 

We provide all the code to you, but it doesn’t quite compile or work as it should. It is up to you to track down 

the bugs and fix them. You are required to record ALL of the bugs and details listed below in your README: 

 

- The effects of the bug. What signaled to you that this bug exists? This can be error messages for 

compiler errors, weird behavior or exceptions for runtime errors, etc. 
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- The line number(s) of the fix(es). These may change as you fix more bugs, so it’s fine if this isn’t 

exact. 

- What the line(s) looked like before and after your fix(es). 

- A short explanation (1-2 sentences) of your reasoning behind each fix and how you debugged the 

problem. 

 

There are a total of 6 bugs in the source code: 1 compiler error, 4 bugs that will crash the program, and 1 logic 

error. As a guideline, each bug can be fixed by changing/adding/deleting at most 3 lines of code. It's okay if 

you go over this number, but doing so means either (1) that you might not be fixing the bug or (2) that you 

could write the fix more concisely. 

 

Sample output: 

$ java StorageShell 

|a: null| 

|b: null| 

|c: null| 

|d: null| 

|e: null| 

StorageShell> help 

Commands: 

  set <key> <value> -- assigns a key a given value 

  get <key> -- gets the value for a key 

  del <key> -- deletes key from storage 

  view -- view current state of storage 

  add <dest_key> <key1> <key2> -- dest_key = key1 + key2 

  sub <dest_key> <key1> <key2> -- dest_key = key1 - key2 

  help -- print this help message 

 

Now it’s time to explore the commands and find out where the bugs are! (See the demo video for more sample 

output) 

 

Polygon: 

Class MyPolygon should inherit from class MyShape.  

- It should have 3 constructors: a no-arg ctor (basically an empty polygon), a copy ctor (to perform a 

deep copy), and a constructor that takes an array of MyPoints.  

- This array of MyPoints defines the closed polygon shape such that a MyLine is drawn between 

the MyPoints specified in the array with a line between the last MyPoint and the first MyPoint to 

close the polygon shape.  

- Make sure to copy the array to a private instance variable (do not just perform a simple 

assignment; you need a full copy of the array so any changes to the actual argument array will 

not affect the polygon). 

 

- Override toString(), equals(), and hashCode() similar to the other shapes in this assignment. 

- Provide an appropriate implementation for draw() and move(). You can ignore the fill parameter -- just 

implement a framed polygon in the specified color. 

- Write a test driver program to test all the constructors and methods in this new class. Create several 

polygons with different number of MyPoints, move them, copy them, draw them, check for equality, 

check that the copy ctor performs a deep vs. shallow copy, etc. For example, multi-point stars, 
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parallelograms, pent/hex/octagons, trapezoids, non-symmetrical polygons, origami shapes, Pokemon 

Polygon, etc. 

- In your README file, explain your extra credit implementation and your test driver (what it is supposed 

to display and what parts of the new class it tests) and how to run your extra credit code. 

 

 Turnin Summary 
 

See the turnin instructions here.  Your file names must match the below *exactly*. 

 

Due Date: Wednesday night, December 5 @ 11:59 pm 
 

Files Required for Turnin: 

MyAbstractRectangle.java 

MyCircle.java 

MyLine.java 

MyPoint.java 

MyRectangle.java 

MyShape.java 

MySquare.java 

MyRectangle.java 

Acme.jar 

objectdraw.jar 

README 

Extra Credit Files: 

Storage.java 

StorageShell.java 

 

StorageConstants.java 

StorageException.java 

 

MyPolygon.java 

TestMyPolygon.java 

 

If there is anything in these procedures which needs clarifying, please feel free to ask any tutor, the instructor, 

or post on the Piazza Discussion Board. 

 

 

NO EXCUSES! 

NO EXTENSIONS! 

NO EXCEPTIONS! 

NO LATE ASSIGNMENTS ACCEPTED! 

DO NOT EMAIL US YOUR ASSIGNMENT! 

 

Start Early, Finish Early, and Have Fun! 
 

http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~ricko/CSE11TurninInstructions.pdf
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